WOMEN AS DOCTORS

The effort now being made to establish a medical school for women in the Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore deserves more than a passing notice. It is a sign for good that the idea is fast gaining ground that women are entitled to have opportunities equal to those enjoyed by men, and that, properly equipped, women in almost any field except in those from which they are debarred by conditions imposed by nature, can do as much and as good work as those of the physically stronger sex. Women have never had the same facilities as men for advancement either in educational institutions of the land or in those in which they can work side by side with the male sex. The old cry that girls will be unsexed and rendered unfit for domestic life and responsibilities of motherhood, by giving them a sound and liberal education, is raised nowadays only by the ignorant and the old fogies.

The prosperity, the stability and real worth of a nation is conditioned largely upon the health, the intelligence and the virtue of the women who are to be the mothers of children. The better educated, the mother, the better and more useful will be the child. No good reason can be given why women should not enter the medical profession. In many respects it is pre-eminently a profession suited to them, and the world is speedily recognizing that fact.

The splendid gift of $100,000 by Miss Mary Garrett, who inaugurated the movement for a medical school in connection with the university at Johns Hopkins, is to be increased to $500,000, when the school will be opened. Committees are now being formed in various cities for the purpose of raising this sum. Mrs. Hearst, the wife of Senator Hearst, leads the active work in California, while Mrs. Potter Palmer of Chicago is the head of the movement in the Central West. Subscriptions will be received by them from those who are in sympathy with the movement. The object of this school is to give that higher medical education which women can now obtain only in the universities of Europe. The preliminary training which is a qualification for admission can be acquired at Bryn Mawr college, Pennsylvania; Cornell, New York;...
To Found a Medical College for Women.

Baltimore, Oct. 23.—Mrs. Davis, Miss Mary Garrett and their associates of the committee of ladies who resolved to raise $120,000 and give it to the Johns Hopkins University for the purpose of founding a medical college into which women would be admitted, have accomplished their object, and placed the money at the disposal of the University trustees. The latter have decided to invest the money and when, through interest and other additions, it has reached $500,000, it will be used for the purpose proposed.

Price Island, Dec. 31st.
Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee that is raising funds to endow the medical department of Johns Hopkins University so that women can be admitted on equal terms with men. All the New York Dames since January 1, 1888, and am able to supply clients with back notices at a reasonable charge.
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The women of Baltimore, assisted by others, have done a notable thing in raising $100,000 to endow a medical school for women in connection with the Johns Hopkins University. Graduates will stand on an equal platform with men, and the way is now open to a larger usefulness for and among women by those of her own sex.

I am able to supply clients with back notices at a reasonable charge.
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The committee of ladies who undertook some time ago to raise $100,000 and give it to the Johns Hopkins University, in Baltimore, Md., for the founding of a medical college into which women would be admitted, have accomplished their task, and the trustees of the University recently accepted the gift which the ladies made for that object.
Washington and its auxiliary committees. The city is composed of some of its distinguished women in social life, and it has Mrs. Harrison for its president. Already $100,000 has been raised and accepted by the trustees of the Johns Hopkins University, but, as a sum of $500,000 is necessary for the endowment of the school, the women of the country propose to persevere with all due zeal until the requisite amount is obtained.

In accepting the sum already raised, and in accepting the condition on which it was tendered, the trustees of Johns Hopkins declare that in modern life "there is a need and place for learned and capable women physicians." There are penal institutions in which women are imprisoned, there are large charitable establishments where women are inmates, and there is a vast variety of cases in private life, all presenting a great field for medical treatment which should most appropriately be committed to women properly educated and duly qualified, and therefore the trustees accept it as their business and duty, so soon as the means for opening a medical school are obtained, to make provision for the training and full qualification of women for the abundant medical work which awaits them.

The standard of educational method and research in Johns Hopkins was made exacting at the start, and the very successful work which it has thus far undertaken has been accomplished on an unusually high plane. Without doubt, when its medical school is established, it will be animated by the spirit, and conform to the plan, of the university. It will have the best and fullest instruction, the latest experiments, and the most ample opportunities for original investigation. The hospital is one of the most admirably arranged and best equipped in the world, and when the medical school is founded it may be confidently expected to take similar rank.

Thus, then, in soliciting aid for the endowment fund of the Johns Hopkins Medical School, the women of the country are not only doing something which will be of great service in the advancement of medical science, but they are securing for women the fullest facilities for obtaining the best professional training. It is not within the plan of Johns Hopkins to give preliminary instruction in any department, and the medical school will constitute no exception to the general scheme. Men and women alike must elsewhere obtain preliminary knowledge, to a certain grade, before they can be admitted to the Johns Hopkins Medical School, or be fitted for its course of work. But the fact will be of especial advantage to women.

The thoroughness of the lengthened course, more any suspicion as to a lack of knowledge, and an age which may open up for women so many useful and profitable work include among its progressive and successful careers of women the peers of any in profound professional skill.

---
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A Medical School for Women.

Following in the line of the progress which has been made during recent years in rendering the courses of study in the great universities of the country available for the higher education of women, comes the project of establishing on the foundation of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, a medical school to which women shall be admitted on equal terms with men. The movement is not designed to establish a medical institution on the broadest basis, but to make it possible, and to place the women of the country are interesting themselves with commendable energy and liberality.

The movement commenced among the women of Baltimore, but its importance was quickly recognized elsewhere, and Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and other cities had their
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Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee, which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University, in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The trustees of the university have extended an invitation to the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a luncheon and inspection of the hospital. Mrs. Harrison was asked to name the date for this visit, and selected November 14. She will be accompanied from here by the

members of the Washington committee, which consists of Mrs. J. G. Blaine, Mrs. Levi P. Morton, Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, Mrs. George Hearst, F. Wm. Windom, Mrs. John McLean, Mrs. John W. Noble, and others.
Women in Medicine. — The action of the board of trustees of the Johns Hopkins University last week in accepting the handsome contribution of the Woman's Medical Fund Association to promote the higher medical education of women in the school of this institution is a very gratifying event in many ways. Originating with the women of Baltimore, who have been always noted for their encouragement of liberal education and enlarging the business and professional sphere of their sex, the women of the country have handsomely seconded the movement, and it is in a fair way now of winning all the success desired for it by its fair promoters. Not only this, but the promise is good for the proper endowment and secure establishment of a medical school on the foundation of the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Having raised $100,000 with the view to the higher medical education of women, the ladies are going on with the work to aid all they can the establishment of the Hopkins School of Medicine upon a secure as well as a broad basis. The only thing needed by the ladies was the hearty co-operation of the university trustees, which they have now received, and it has encouraged them to go on with the noble work. In raising the minimum sum of $100,000 Baltimore society has
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WOman IN THE MEDICAL SCHOOL.
From the Baltimore Sun, Nov. 3.

The action of the Board of Trustees of the Johns Hopkins University last week in accepting the handsome contribution of the Woman's Medical Fund Association to promote the higher medical education of women in the school of this institution is a very gratifying event in many ways. Originating with the women of Baltimore, who have been always noted for their encouragement of liberal education and enlarging the business and professional sphere of their sex, the women of the country have handsomely seconded the movement, and it is in a far way now of winning all the success desired for it by its fair promoters. Not only this, but the promise is good for the proper endowment and secure establishment of a medical school on the foundation of the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Having raised $100,000 with the view to the higher medical education of women, the ladies are going on with the work to aid all they can in the establishment of the Hopkins School of Medicine upon a secure as well as a broad basis. The only thing needed was the hearty co-operation of the university Trustees, which they have now received, and it has encouraged them to go on with the noble and ladies of other cities, where any have been formed. The ad
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COLLEGIATE ALUMNÆ.
Election of Officers of the Association—Women on Governing Boards of Educational Institutions.

The annual meeting of the Pacific branch of the Association of Colleget Alumnae took place Saturday afternoon, the 25th, at the parlor of Dr. Emma Sutro Merritt, watch the Doctor most hospitably at the disposal of the association.

Graduates of Cornell, Michigan, Vassar, Wellesley, Smith and Berkeley were present, representing six of the fourteen colleges belonging to the association. The association requires that any college applying for membership shall fulfill three conditions: First, its matriculation requirements must be up to a certain fixed standard; second, its faculty must be free of connection with preparatory departments, and third, it must apply through as many as graduate students. The college admitted was the University of California, five years ago; but Henry Maw is to be added this year.

Officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows: President, Caroline Jackson, B.A.; Vice President, Dr. Emma Sutro Merritt, A.B.; Secretary, Miss L. W. Shaw, A.B.; A. B. Berkeley; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary E. Owen, B.A.; B. ty, Mrs. Mary E. Owen, B.A.; B. Berkeley; Mrs. Ruth Wertz, A.B.; Mrs. Mary L. Owen, B.L., Berkeley, and Miss Anna Whitney, B.S., Wellesley.

The principal topic of the meeting was the question of women on college Boards and teachers. Women are frequently professors in colleges, but not in coeducational institutions. The...
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PERSONAL.

Rev. S. W. Foljambe, D. D., has resigned the pastorate of the Church at Mary'seton, Md. The Trustees of the Johns Hopkins University explain how the fund will be used.

[From the Baltimore Sun, Oct. 29.]

Less than six months ago a small band of Baltimore women met for the purpose of making arrangements to secure a fund of $100,000, to be offered to the trustees of the Johns Hopkins University on condition that women be admitted to the medical school soon to be established. Yesterday saw the fulfillment of that cherished plan, and the complete sum was placed in the hands of the trustees, who accepted it and the conditions named.
Personal.

Rev. S. W. Follansbee, D. D., has resigned the pastorate of the Baptist Church at Woonsocket, R. I., to accept a call to Winthrop, Me.

David Meriwether of Louisville, Ky., secretary of state in that Commonwealth away back in Henry Clay's time, and later governor of New Mexico, celebrated the completion of his ninetieth year a few days ago.

Mr. John P. Andrews of Salem, whose death was announced yesterday, was the compiler of often-consulted weather reports published in the Salem Observer during a long series of years.

Ex-Governor David Meriwether of Kentucky celebrated his ninetieth birthday last week at the residence of his son in Louisville. He served a short term in the United States Senate by appointment after the death of Henry Clay, and was subsequently governor of New Mexico under President Pierce.

The sixty-fifth anniversary of the appearance of
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MRS. HARRISON IS PRESIDENT
Of a Committee to Secure Funds to Open a
Medical School to Women.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 2.—Mrs. Harrison has
accepted the presidency of the Washington
committee which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of
the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University, in order that women may be admitted
on equal terms with men. The trustees of the university have extended an invitation to
the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and
Washington to a lunch and inspection of the hospital. Mrs. Harrison was asked to
time the date for this visit and selected Nov.
14. She will be accompanied from this city
by the members of the Washington commit-
te, which consists of Mrs. James G. Blaine,
Mr. Levi P. Morton, Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, Mr.
William Windom, Mrs.
Mrs. Harrison has accepted an invitation to a luncheon in Baltimore, in company with the committee of ladies who recently raised $100,000 to open the Johns Hopkins Medical School to their sex. The compliment is offered by the trustees, and Mrs. Harrison, at their request, names November 14 for the affair.
A MEDICAL SCHOOL FOR WOMEN.

The efforts of a number of prominent women in its behalf.

Washington, D. C., Nov. 3.—Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington Committee, which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the Medical School of the Johns Hopkins University in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The trustees of the university have extended an invitation to the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a lunch and inspection of the hospital.

Mrs. Harrison was asked to name the date for the visit, and selected Nov. 14. She will be accompanied by the members of the Washington Committee, which consists of Mrs. James G. Blaine, Mrs. Levi P. Morton, Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, Mrs. George Heard, Mrs. William Windom, Mrs. John McLean, Mrs. John Wilkes and a number of others.
The women are to be congratulated. They have raised the $100,000 which the Johns Hopkins University made a condition for the first assured step in the establishment of the Women's Medical School of that great college. The chairman of the Baltimore committee, Mrs. Henry Winter Davis, has tendered this handsome sum to the trustees, who accept it in a friendly letter. The money will be invested, as the Women's Medical School Fund, and all increase by interest or gift will be added to it, till it reaches the amount of $500,000. Then the Medical School will be opened—the women on an equality with the male students. It is intended by the Johns Hopkins trustees to make this the leading medical school in America; and the women of our country will be ready to aid this new step forward as far as it is in their power to hasten the day of the opening, by increasing the fund as fast as possible. One condition of admission named by the trustees is that the preliminary training of applicants shall be obtained "in some other institution, devoted in whole or in part to the education of women or by private tuition."

The need of women for doctors is now admitted. This movement at the great Baltimore college is the first opening of the door to the coming and better situation.
Intended for Medical Educational Fund.
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Mrs. Harrison Accepts.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 2.—Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The trustees of the university have extended an invitation to the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a luncheon and inspection of the hospital. Mrs. Harrison was asked to name the date for this visit, and selected November 14. She will be accompanied from this city by the members of the Washington committee, which consists of Mrs. James G. Blaine, Mrs. Lever P. Morton, Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, Mrs. George Hearst, Mrs. Wm. Windom, Mrs. John McLean, Mrs. John W. Noble and a number of others.
MRS. HARRISON NAMES NOV. 14.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 2.—Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee which is endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the Women’s Medical School of the Johns Hopkins University. The trustees of the university have invited the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a luncheon and inspection of the hospital. Mrs. Harrison was asked to name the date for this visit and selected Nov. 14.
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MEDICAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN,
Founded by Women at Johns Hopkins University.

BALTIMORE, Oct. 28.—Mrs. Davis, Miss Mary Garrett and their associates of the committee of ladies who resolved to raise $100,000 and give it to Johns Hopkins university for the purpose of founding a medical college into which women would be admitted, have accomplished the task and the trustees have accepted the fund.

all the since and am to supply clients with back notices at a reasonable charge.
ENERGETIC LADIES.
A Fund of $100,000 Raised for a Medical School.

Baltimore, Oct. 28.—Mrs. Davis, Miss Mary Garrett and three associates, of the committee of ladies who resolved to raise $100,000 and give it to the Johns Hopkins university for the purpose of founding a medical college into which the women could be admitted, have accomplished the task, and the trustees have accepted the fund.
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A committee of women in Baltimore, aided by women in other cities, has collected a fund of $100,000 for the Johns Hopkins University. The women who have been working for Lafayette College should cut this out and go around and show it to the men. It would pay.
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Courtesies to Mrs. Harrison.

BALTIMORE, Md., Nov. 14—Mrs. Harrison, who is the guest of her cousin, Mrs. John V. L. Findlay of this city, was out shopping this morning. This afternoon the President's wife attended a reception at the Johns Hopkins Hospital tendered by the Baltimore committee of the Woman's Hospital Fund Association to several hundred invited guests. This evening Mrs. Harrison will assist in receiving the 1,500 guests at the reception given by Miss Mary Garrett at her residence on Monument street.

All the above am able to supply clients with back notices at a reasonable charge.
MRS. HARRISON AND THE FLOWERS

The President's Wife Causes a Delightful Sensation in Baltimore.

Baltimore, Nov. 16.—Mrs. Benjamin Harrison, wife of the President, came to Baltimore yesterday afternoon about 4 o'clock. Today she will attend the reception given by the trustees of Johns Hopkins Hospital to her and the ladies of the Woman's Medical Fund committee. Mrs. Harrison is the guest of her cousin, Mrs. John Y. L. Findlay, at 157 St. Paul street.

Shortly after her arrival Mrs. Harrison and Mrs. Findlay went out on a shopping tour, and afterward visited the flower store at Natcher Hall. They stopped at the other, purchased tickets and went into the hall, where they remained for some time before any one discovered the identity of Mrs. Harrison. After a while it became whispered that Mrs. Harrison was present, and the news spread quickly. Mrs. Findlay was accosted by a friend, who inquired, "Do you really think Mrs. Harrison will really come over tomorrow?" "I am certain she will," was the prompt answer Mrs. Findlay, and unable to resist the temptation of seeing the surprise of her questioner, she added, "for her presence I am not to blame." She introduced her hostess.

Mrs. Harrison soon became the cynosure of all eyes. The glory of the magnificent chrysanthemum placed before the larger attractions, and every one forgot to look at the flowers in the absorbing interest of watching the first lady of the land look at them. She was looking at the vantage ground of the gallery, she was followed by a little crowd of viewers, and a party of the school children particularly enjoyed the sight, with their sixty bright eyes, as she sancly stood beside the President's wife. They were the pupils of the Amory school. The children, accompanied by Miss Boudinot, principal, and the teachers.

In the meanwhile, Mrs. Harrison, not fully conscious of the sensation which her arrival was provoking, was thoroughly enjoying the exhibition of flowers. "I have seen chrysanthemums before," she said, "but I have never seen so many and such beautiful varieties as this. The exhibition is a true pleasure in itself, but to see the Mrs. Harrison interesting information about the plants, Mr. John B. Kelly conducted the ladies about the room, and each flower presented Mrs. Harrison with a beautiful chrysanthemum in his collection, so that by the time she had finished the room she was laden with exquisite blossoms.

Mr. R. A. Sedgwick, president of the congress, sent Mrs. Harrison a bouquet of the flowers from his own collection. Mrs. Mary IIankin, one of the first girls mentioned above, and Mr. R. H. McDonald, plucked one of his favorites, an orchid the moon flower) for Miss M. Menzor, Blaine and others made their offers. The ladies spent nearly an hour among the flowers, regretting that their evening engagement at the Hopkins Hospital prevented them from going away with the seductive blossoms. At night the Lyceum Theatre was visited, and a delightful evening spent in seeing the Booth and Barrett performances.

To-day Mrs. Harrison and Mrs. Findlay will attend the reception at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, as the former is a member of the Washington and Baltimore committees respectively.
The Johns Hopkins university, the most conservative institution in the country, has accepted the offer of Mrs. Davis, Miss Mary Garrett and others to place at the disposal of the board of managers $100,000 on condition that it shall be used to provide a higher medical education for women, such as is befitting a university of the first class. So that in course of time women M. D.'s will be duly graduated from Johns Hopkins. One hundred thousand dollars is an effective argument.
Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University, in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The movement to create a fund which was begun last spring by prominent ladies in principal cities, has received fresh impetus by the announcement that the sum of $100,000 has been tendered to the trustees on condition that the proposed medical school shall, when opened, admit women who have received their preliminary medical training to the privileges of the school on the same conditions prescribed for men. This offer on the part of the ladies has been made possible at this early period of the movement by the generous act of Miss Mary Garrett, of Baltimore, in increasing her previous large subscription of $10,000, to nearly $50,000.
The woman of Baltimore, with some assistance from those of other cities, have raised the $100,000 which the Johns Hopkins University exacted as a condition of the admission of women to the benefits of the new Medical School of the University. The money has been accepted by the Trustees, and when the school is opened, women will have access to it on the same footing as men, provided they have followed the same preliminary medical course, and provided that this preliminary training has been "obtained in some other institution of learning devoted in whole or in part to the education of women, or by private tuition." But no immediate benefit is to be derived from it, because the medical school will not be opened until an endowment amounting to $500,000 has been accumulated for its maintenance. When it is reached, women
The acceptance by the trustees of Johns Hopkins University, of the women's proposition to endow the medical department places the Hopkins in the front rank of those universities which, to facilitate the higher education of women, opens its doors to them in one of the most important branches of science. The women at the head of the movement think that it will not be many years before the Hopkins will open all its departments to women. President Gilman as yet does not appear to favor so general a departure, but it is likely that should the medical school prove a success under the new plan, the other departments will soon offer like advantages to the gentler sex.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Mrs. Harrison has accepted the Presidency of the Washington committee, which is earnestly at work endeavoring to secure funds for the endowment of the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University, in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The trustees of the university have extended an invitation to the ladies of the local committee in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a lunch and inspection of the hospital. Mrs. Harrison was asked to name the date for this visit and selected Nov. 14. She will be accompanied by the members of the Washington committee, which consists of Mrs. James G. Blaine, Mrs. Levi P. Morton, Mrs. J. Lowrie Bell, Mrs. George Hearst, Mrs. William Winfield, Mrs. John McLean, Mrs. John W. Noble and others.
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HOW THAT $100,000 WAS COMPLETED.
From the Springfield Republican.
We have already noted the completion of the women's subscription of $100,000 to the fund for the Johns Hopkins Medical School, its offer to the Trustees of the University, and their acceptance thereof. The announcement that the money was all raised was received with surprise everywhere, for only a few days ago (when the circular was issued, of which notice was made in our local columns) there remained nearly $40,000 to be obtained. It is now explained that the uncertainty as to whether the Trustees would accept the money, with the conditions, hindered the securing of subscriptions, and the fact becoming known to the Central Committee at Baltimore, Miss Mary Garrett (Secretary of the Baltimore Committee), who had already put down her name for $10,000, promptly added to it $38,785, in order to exactly complete the $100,000 and bring the matter to proof at once. The letter making the offer was at once written by the Chairman and sent to the Board, whose acceptance was immediate, as we have said.

It is not, however, intended that subscriptions shall now stop. Those interested in the higher education of women are called upon to further endeavors to accelerate the

1890
Mrs. Harrison has accepted the presidency of the Washington committee, which is at work to secure funds for the endowment of the medical school of the Johns Hopkins University, in order that women may be admitted on equal terms with men. The committee consists of Mesdames Blaine, Morton, Bell, Hearst, Windom and Noble. The trustees of the University have extended an invitation to the ladies of the local committees in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston and Washington to a lunch and inspection of the hospital on November 14th.